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Selectrak rests on top of the front, center, and rear
support members.
. Selectrak can overhang at either end.
. Carton Stops are available.
. 22" Drop End Shelf is available.

Select End (Discharge):
1 Standard End Stop
2 Knuckle Shelf

Product weights and Selectrak length
I Selectrak supports up to 50 lbs. per foot of

product with unsupported spans of 10' 0".
2 Selectrak length is determined by measuring

the clear distance between the front and back
supPort members.

Selectrak width
I Selectrak is manufactured in 5", 9", 12", and

151'  nominal  widths.
2 Product overhang is acceptable.
3 Product guides are not required.

Selectrak pitch
Selectrak pitch requirement are based on product
weight and the type of packaging.

Selectrak roller centers
I There should always be a minimum of three

(3) rollers under the smallest case.
2 Heavier products may require rollers with

close centers of 1 ".
3 Cartons with l ight or fl imsy bottoms wil

require rollers on a minimum of 2" centers.
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Product capacity up to 50 lbs./ft.

Track widths 6",9" ,12" and 15" (actual
track width is 3/+" greater
than nominal)

Track lengths unsupported spans from 4'
to 10'

Adjustability fully adjustable left and right

2" O.C. front and back

Label holders supplied with hangers or
end stops
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Traytrak mounts inside new or existing carton
flow trays.
. Space Saver installations save vertical space.
. Adaptable to Pick-to-Lite, E-pick.

Product weights and Traytrak length
I Traytrak supports up to 50 lbs. per foot of

product.
2 Traytrak length is determined by measuring the

clear distance between the front and back of
existing carton flow trays.

Traytrak width
I Traytrak is manufactured in 6", 9u,12u, and 15"

nominal widths.
2 Product overhang is acceptable.
3 Product guides are not required.

Traytrak pitch
Traytrak pitch requirement are based on product
weight and the type of packaging.

Traytrak roller centers
I There should always be a minimum of three

(3) rollers under the smallest case.
2 Heavier products may require rollers with

closer centers.
3 Cartons with light or flimsy bottoms will

require rollers on a minimum of 2" centers.

Track widths 6",9" ,12" and 15" (actual
track width is3/+" greater
than nominal)

Track lengths to fit new or existing trays

Roller centers 1",  2u,  3u,  and 4"
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Product capacity up to 50lbs./ft. depending
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